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ABSTRACT
In addition to structural loads such as internal pressure nuclear power plant components are
generally also subjected to thermal cyclic loading conditions. The transient cyclic nature of these events
causes stress-strain hysteresis loops which are considered to be fatigue relevant events. To consider the
impact of such events for the fatigue assessment a short crack approach using a J integral based damage
parameter is utilized.
The local stresses and strains are computed from a two step FE Analysis. All calculations are
based on the component example of a thick walled tube. In a transient thermal analysis the temperature
solution is obtained using temperature dependant material parameters. The mechanical temperature
dependent material behavior is implemented using a Chaboche type elastic plastic material model for a
typical stabilized austenitic stainless steel. Appropriate material parameter identification relies on
systematic experiments.
The loading conditions are taken from sample low cycle temperature transients comparable to
those arising during the operation of nuclear power plants.
To calculate the solution for a cracked configuration a short crack in axial direction is introduced
into the wall of the tube. The algorithm uses a node release technique as well as contact elements along
the crack flanks to describe different states of a short crack configuration as well as opening and closure
effects. The results are interpreted for fatigue assessment using a damage parameter based on the cyclic
effective J integral. The values are calculated based on the results of the FE Analysis.
INTRODUCTION
Damage and failure prevention is a major responsibility during operation of complex systems
such as nuclear power plants. Fatigue due to cyclic thermo-mechanical loading constitutes a major ageing
relevant potential damage mechanism. In practice the identification of such events includes fatigue
monitoring allowing reviewing and optimization of the operating modes. For nuclear power plants the
design codes (ASME, KTA, RCC-M) guide the way to perform the proofs of fatigue strength.
After the relevant fatigue events can be identified it is essential to perform a damage assessment
procedure to evaluate the severity of the identified event. For a more comprehensive understanding of
component failure and fatigue life a deeper knowledge of the mechanisms and driving forces behind those
phenomena is essential.
The extension of the short crack approach as it has been established by Döring et al. (2006) for
isothermal cases is extended into the field of non-isothermal thermal cyclic loading. This requires an
extension of known crack parameters as the original isothermal formulation suffers massive drawbacks
when applied to cases of thermal cyclic loading conditions.
In the presented framework the crack tip opening displacement is assumed to be the temperature
independent crack driving force. The numerical results show that this value can also be determined in
terms of a cyclic J integral allowing a subsequent damage assessment in form of a crack growth analysis
using a crack growth law.
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DAMAGE ASSESSMENT AND FE SIMULATION
The damage assessment follows the routine described in Bauerbach et al. (2009). The results of a
Finite Element Analysis are evaluated in terms of the cyclic J integral. As the approach only considers
damage to occur when the flanks of a short crack are separated it is necessary to consider the influence of
crack closure.

Figure 1. Damage assessment routine overview
In this paper we take a detailed look into the question of opening and closure of a short crack
subjected to thermal cyclic loading conditions as well as the assessment routine that follows the FE
simulation of thermal cycles in terms of a crack tip parameter.
The model used for the numerical simulations represents a thick walled tube similar to the system
used in Bauerbach et al. (2009). The inner diameter of the tube is 190 mm with a wall thickness of
40 mm. The considerations in this paper however require a cross section of the tube to be modeled.
Working with a cross section model reduces the computational effort and allows for an easy introduction
of a short crack into the wall. Figure 2 depicts the upper half of the cross section of the tube. In the same
manner as described in Rudolph et al. (2010) the calculations are performed using a torus with a large
primary radius to model a tube of arbitrary length. Given that the distance between the center of the torus
and the center of the cross section is large when compared to the diameter of the cross section the use of
this axial symmetry is a legitimate way to model a tube of arbitrary length. The inside wall on the right
side of the model is meshed considerably finer than the rest of the cross section. Figure 3 shows the mesh
refinement. The element edges in this part of the mesh have a length of 10 μm.
Table 1. Temperature dependant material parameters for the thermal transient calculation
20 °C

100 °C

200 °C

300 °C

400 °C

Thermal conductivity

15.0

16.0

17.0

19.0

20.0

Heat capacity in

0.47

0.47

0.49

0.50

0.52

Density in

7.93
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All material parameters for the thermal calculation are taken from the KTA and given in Table 1
for five distinct temperatures. The density is assumed to be constant over the whole temperature range.
The stress strain solution is obtained from a unidirectionally coupled field FE analysis. This
analysis procedure consists of two FE simulations. In the first a thermal transient calculation is
performed. This simulation uses thermal elements with the temperature as the nodal degree of freedom
(DOF). The boundary conditions for this analysis step are given in form of a temperature transient that
defines the bulk temperature of the medium running through the tube as well as the heat transfer
coefficient. The result of this simulation is the temperature profile for the given temperature transient (see
Figure 4 for a sample transient). This temperature profile consists of the thermal field solution for all
nodes for the transient’s duration.

Figure 2. Mesh and model of the upper half of the tube’s cross section
In the second simulation step this temperature profile is applied repeatedly as a loading
information together with a constant pressure on the inside wall of the tube. As an additional
displacement boundary condition to the above described rotational symmetry the nodes at
are held
in y direction to properly utilize the half symmetry of the tube’s cross section.
The elastic plastic stress strain behavior of the material is represented using the material model
described by Chaboche (1989) as it is native to the FE Software ANSYS®. The material parameters for
the structural calculation are based on the report by Hertel et al. (2007). The cyclic stress strain curves for
the material 1.4550 are given for three temperatures to properly consider the temperature’s influence on
the stress strain behavior for the structural calculation.

Figure 3. Detail view of the mesh on the inside wall on the right side
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Figure 4. Sample temperature transient for the thermal transient FE analysis step
For this second calculation the previously calculated temperature profile is applied for a total of
10 times. This number of cycles is chosen to obtain a stabilized stress-strain hysteresis. The results of the
simulation reflect this stabilized state of the circumferential hysteresis loops along the inside wall. The
temperature transients are defined appropriately to ensure that the temperature field at the end of one
thermal cycle is the same uniform temperature distribution as the initial thermal state. As this calculation
assumes a unidirectional coupling of the field solutions the results of the structural simulations do not
have any impact on the thermal simulation.

Figure 5. Reference hysteresis loop in circumferential direction on the right side of the inside wall
For all further considerations only the stress, strain and temperature results on the right side of the
inside wall are of importance. For the last of the 10 thermal cycles this data is saved as a reference
hysteresis loop.
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CRACK OPENING AND CLOSURE
To consider the effects of opening and closure of a short crack an additional FE simulation has
been performed. The third simulation step is again a structural simulation. For this step again the
previously calculated temperature profile is applied repeatedly to simulate the thermal cyclic loading
conditions. Additionally this simulation employs a nodal release scheme to model the growth of a short
crack into the wall on the right side of the above described model. It is important to note that in the
calculations no real crack growth is considered. The algorithm does not contain a specific loading
dependant criterion to propagate the crack. Instead the nodal release is performed after a fixed number of
cycles. To consider crack closure contact elements are introduced into the model.
The contact elements are applied to all nodes on the prescribed crack path
. Adding
appropriate Target Elements along the same coordinate line prevents the nodes on the crack flanks to be
displaced below the
line of the model which would result in a self penetration of the crack flanks
when considering the half-symmetry of the cross section. Note that here only one crack flank is modeled
as the other will behave symmetrically.
Starting with the very first node on the inside wall the boundary conditions in y direction are
deleted. The temperature profile and the internal pressure are then applied for a block of 10 cycles. After
this block another nodal boundary condition is released. This procedure is repeated for a total of 20 Block
resulting in 200 cycles for crack length configurations from 10μm to 200μm.

Figure 6. Schematics of the procedure to obtain opening and closure stresses and strains
Using this approach ensures that the elements on the crack flank retain the plastic strain they
experienced when those elements where previously located at the crack tip and therefore ensures crack
configurations as close as possible to a crack that results from the actual growth of a crack into the tube’s
wall.
For each of these crack configurations the opening and closure of the nodes on the crack flank is
extracted for the last cycle in each block. It is assumed that after 10 cycles the stress strain field as well as
the deformation cycle in the vicinity of the crack has reached a quasi stabilized state. The crack is
considered open as long as all nodes on the crack flank give a contact status ‘open’. As soon as the first
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contact status changes to ‘closed’ the crack is considered closed. The according time steps of the
calculation are then considered to be the points of crack opening and closure. Transferring the time of
these data points back to the corresponding points in reference hysteresis allows determining the stresses
and strains when a crack of the length given by the crack configuration would open or close. This is done
by taking the point of time in the thermal cycle when opening or closure occur and then obtaining the
stress and strain from the reference hysteresis loop obtained from the non-cracked simulation.
For isothermal cases the equations by Newman (1984) are widely accepted to calculate the crack
opening stress for a hysteresis loop. However, numerical investigations shown in Rudolph et al. (2010)
clearly indicate that the results obtained from a Newman approach for non-isothermal loading conditions
are not in agreement with the results obtained from FE analyses.
CALCULATION OF THE CYCLIC J INTEGRAL
In the context of linear elastic fracture mechanics the near-field is characterized by the stress
intensity factors . When considering elastic-plastic material behavior the J-integral is commonly used as
the relevant Parameter. It was originally formulated by Rice (1968) and has been modified by Dowling
and Begley (1976) as well as Wüthrich (1982) to be applicable for cyclic loading cases.
The original definition of the J integral according to Rice is

(1)
Where

is the displacement vector and the strain energy density is

(2)
The path integration is performed along the closed contour around the crack tip. The stress
vector is calculated from the stress tensor
and the vector normal to . The J integral is considered
to be path independent. The value calculated is invariant with respect to the path around the crack tip.
For the application to cyclic loading cases we define the stress-strain state at load reversal as a
reference state 0 and replace all variables in (1) with parameters that are related to this state

(3)
The cyclic J integral then becomes

d

d

d

(4)

It is important to note that
does not denote the range of the J integral. The denotes that two
stress-strain states on the descending hysteresis branch are linked according to Equation (3). Equation (4)
is evaluated from the point of loading reversal to a defined end point. The evaluation is performed on the
descending hysteresis branch. This ensures that all elements involved in the calculation follow the same
direction in their deformation see Vormwald (1989). To ensure path independence the crack flanks must
be free of surface loads and may not touch or overlap.
Due to the nature of the temperature cycle with a temperature field solution that varies in time
and leads to steep temperature gradients in the vicinity of the crack the evaluation of the cyclic J integral
according to Equation (4) exhibits severe path dependencies, see Bauerbach and Vormwald (2013). To
circumvent the problem of path dependant solutions of the cyclic J integral the analysis has been modified
according to Aoki et al. (1980) and Kishimoto et al. (1982) respectively to incorporate the influence of the
thermal strains.
An extension of the J integral by these authors to consider additional thermal loading is
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(5)
with the total strain being the sum of elastic, plastic and thermal strains.
el

pl

th

mech

th

(6)

Deriving a new formulation for the cyclic J integral based on Equation (5) follows the same steps
as described for Equations (3) and (4). Separation of the mechanical and thermal strains allows
transforming the area integral in Equation (5) into a mixed area and line integral. Considering that the
thermal strains are always volumetric allows omitting the deviatoric part of the calculation for the thermal
strains.

d

mech

d

d

(6)

The temperature
is then the temperature difference of the reference state and the current
temperature for each evaluated time step. In Equation (6) is the thermal expansion coefficient. An
analogous formula for the J integral without the additionally denoted can be found in Kuna (2008) also
referencing Aoki et al. (1982). Kuna mentions that determining the temperature derivative from the nodal
temperatures leads to the same solution quality as the strains. The area integral in the above equation
arises from the thermal dependence of the strain energy density. In this case, the stresses together with the
thermal strains contribute a non-negligible term to the strain energy density. Therefore, these terms have
to be considered in the above integration.

Figure 7. Development of the crack closure stress over crack length for different temperature transients
The algorithm for the first 2 integrals in Equation (6) has been implemented and tested by Hertel
et al. (2004) for non-proportional loading cases.
For the evaluation of the additional area integration term the algorithm determines the
temperature range at each node of all elements in the integration area. The spatial derivative is taken
assuming the temperature field within each element can be described in terms of the FE shape functions.
As a last step a Gauss integration scheme is used to calculate the area integral contribution for each
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element. For a comprehensive description of the numerical procedure to obtain the values for
see
Bauerbach and Vormwald (2013).
As the numerical evaluation of Equation (6) is performed for a given strain range from 0 to
the starting and ending load steps for this procedure need to be defined. The calculation starts at the point
of maximum crack tip opening displacement and ends when the first node on the crack flank changes its
contact status to ‘closed’.
RESULTS
The results for the crack closure stresses are the stresses taken from the non-cracked
configuration. These are extracted for respective load step of crack closure in the cracked configuration.
As the point of crack closure is the relevant ending point of the evaluation of Equation (6) the closure
stresses are given in Figure 7. The figure clearly shows that the load step of crack closure does not change
considerably for different crack length scenarios.
The values for the modified cyclic J integral are calculated based the FE Analysis on the different
‘cracked’ configurations. For the last cycle in each block of 10 cycles the value is calculated. The value
for the crack tip opening displacement
is taken as the maximum value of the vertical
displacement of the node on the crack flank closest to the tip.

Figure 8. Values of the cyclic J integral via the modified algorithm versus
temperature transients

for different

Figure 8 indicates a quasi-linear relation for all analyzed temperature transients between the
cyclic J integral and the crack tip opening displacement values.
To obtain a value that could represent a damage parameter Figure 9 shows the development over
the crack length. This plot indicates a characteristic damage parameter value that seems to be practically
independent of the crack length and can be determined by either the modified cyclic J integral or the crack
tip opening displacement. This relation has been assumed by Schmidt et al. (2002). In this publication the
hypothesis has been presented and verified that the crack growth law is independent of the temperature if
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expressed in terms of the cyclic crack tip opening displacement ∆CTOD. As our results indicate the linear
relation between the two the formulation of a temperature independent crack growth law in terms of a
modified cyclic J integral as given by Equation (6) appears valid.
Within the framework of our research project the analyses presented here have also been
performed using an Ohno/Wang material model as described and implemented by Willuweit (2009). The
preliminary results obtained from these simulations strongly support our findings.
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Figure 9. Damage Parameter development versus crack configurations
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